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Editorial on the Research Topic

Focus on methods: neural algorithms for bio-inspired robotics

1. Introduction

Bio-inspired robotics aims to develop robotic systems that mimic or are inspired by

biological systems and processes. One of the main challenges in this field is the development

of neural algorithms that enable robots to exhibit intelligent behavior and interact effectively

with their environment. Neural algorithms use the principles of neural computation and

machine learning to solve complex problems and enable robots to perform tasks with greater

efficiency, adaptability, and autonomy. In recent decades, research has gained deep insights

into biological systems, from cell biology to physiology, biomechanics, and locomotion

(Meyer and Guillot, 2008; Mazzolai et al., 2020; Valero-Cuevas and Erwin, 2022). As

biological understanding advances, so does the field of robotics and bio-inspired robotics.

The way animals interact with the world through object manipulation, locomotion and

spatial navigation can be applied to the embodied intelligence of robots to enable better

performance. Knowledge of the neural mechanisms underlying decision-making processes

is constantly evolving as shown, for example, by interesting international projects mapping

the nervous system of the fruit fly (Court et al., 2023; Naddaf, 2023). A recent review of

insect-inspired robots shows the useful influence of biological systems at different levels of

robot design, from themechanical part to the locomotion control system to the sophisticated

capabilities involving decision-making processes (Manoonpong et al., 2021). The influence

of biological systems in the development of control architectures is enormously increasing

and includes hardware-oriented solutions (Chen et al., 2019; Linares-Barranco et al., 2020).

Robotics and neuroscience are closely related fields that aim to understand how autonomous

agents can achieve agile, efficient, and robust locomotion. Robotics has already gained

valuable insights from studying animals and applying neuromechanical principles. Similarly,

neuroscience has benefited from the tools and ideas of robotics to explore how the body,

physical interactions with the environment and sensory input influence animal behavior.

This two-way exchange between the two disciplines was recently reviewed in Ramdya and

Ijspeert (2023). This Research Topic aims to present the neural algorithm problem for bio-

inspired robotics, focusing on the integration of neural algorithms and computation in robot

bodies and the resulting interaction with the environment. Several notable applications in

this area were considered and summarized here.
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Computational models are important tools for extracting

information from complex data such as biological signals. In

Mechtenberg and Schneider, an application is presented that

focuses on estimating the position of the innervation zone of

motor units using a computational sEMG model. The method

uses a wavelet-based algorithm to localize the potentials of motor

units and accurately estimate the position of the center of the

innervation zone.

Machine learning techniques are widely used in the biomedical

field to advance the integration of robotic systems into therapeutic

protocols. In the context of stroke rehabilitation, a method for

redesigning the human-robot interaction space based on patients’

recovery states (Li et al.). Machine learning models, including a

PSO-SVM classification model and an LSTM-KF regression model,

are used to detect motor skills and achieve assistance-as-needed

(AAN) control. Due to the massive use of sensors to improve the

perceptual capabilities of robots, multimodal information fusion

is a key element that needs further research to improve robot

recognition. Industrial applications of robots today are oriented

toward tasks that require decision-making processes and high

precision. Ding et al. addresses the challenge of recognizing

multimodal systems through adaptive visual-tactile fusion. The

proposed method improves the recognition capability of robots by

converting tactile sequences into images and using a visual-tactile

fusion network that achieves a classification accuracy of 99.3%. The

use of bioinspired solutions to develop smart sensing devices is a

growing area of research (Tayarani-Najaran and Schmuker, 2021).

Event-based cameras are being used to either dramatically improve

frame rates or reduce data transfer in applications that require

real-time conditions. Annamalai et al. proposed an architecture for

video anomaly detection using sparse submanifold convolutional

networks. The proposed architecture, which includes a conditional

generative adversarial network and a deep-learning memory layer,

achieves good performance with lower computational complexity.

Robotic applications increasingly require real-time sensory

signal processing solutions to solve problems such as collision

detection and avoidance. To improve collision detection

capabilities, a direction-selective visual neural network based

on the fractional order differential operator is proposed (Wang

et al.). This network not only detects collision hazards but also

determines the direction of the object’s movement, mimicking the

response characteristics of biological neurons. Following the same

path, Luan et al. proposes a neural network model inspired by the

Monostratified Lobula Giant type1 neurons in the crab’s visual

system to determine the spatial position of approaching objects.

The model successfully encodes and conveys spatial information,

demonstrating its potential for developing intelligent machines

that can interact with dynamically changing environments.

In summary, neural algorithms play a crucial role in the

advancement of bio-inspired robotics by enabling robots to exhibit

intelligent behavior and interact effectively with their environment.

The applications discussed in this article demonstrate the potential

of neural algorithms in various aspects of bio-inspired robotics,

including motor unit innervation zone estimation, adaptive fusion

detection, rehabilitation training assistance, collision-sensitive

visual networks, spatial localisation networks, and event-based

anomaly detection. These applications highlight the effectiveness

and versatility of neural algorithms in improving the capabilities

of robots and developing intelligent machines. Continued research

and advances in this field promise further innovations and

breakthroughs in bio-inspired robotics.
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